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To aZZ lwhom. z't vmay concern:

Be it known that I, CHARLES R. UNDER
iiiLL, a citizen of the United States, and res

some special provision were made to admit.

and distribute the binding medium through
out the coil structure. ’l‘he present inven

ident of New Haven, in the county of New tion is designed to accomplish the 'desired
Haven and State of Connecticut, have i11 effect> by a novel, form, arrangement and

vented certain new and useful Improve
ments in Electrical Coils, of which the fol
lowing is a specilication.
The invention relates to the construction
of an electrical coil involving lalternating

disposition of the interposed fabric layers,

and, as illustrated in Figs. l and 2, each fab
ric -layer is formed of short sections or in

complete wraps, which, when applied to the
layers of the conductor windings, are sepa

layers of conductor windings and fabric, rated along their longitudinal edges by gaps
preferably of insulating sheet material, and or slots 3, which extend longitudinally of
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has for its object to so provide and dispose the coil. A In the particular exemplification
the interposed fabric layers that each of said of the invention shown in Figs. l and 2,
layers will be interrupted by one or more each of the fabric layers consists of three
open slots formed between adjacent edges cylindrical segments 2, each of which covers
of the material, whereby the slots in succes somewhat less than 120o of the circumfer
sive fabric layers will constitute passage ence of the coil, thereby leaving three longi
ways or openings to permit and facilitate tudinal gaps or slots 3 affording access to

thel penetration of binding media through the subjacent conductor layers, so that the

out the coil structure.
binding medium may pass freely into the
Several embodiments of the invention are interior of the coil and thoroughly coat or

illustrated in tlie accompanying drawings, impregnate all of the elements thereof.
`
Preferably the sections of the fabric layers,
Fig. 1 is a perspective view of a coil hav in successive layers, are arranged in stag

in which :_-

_ing each of the fabric layers'formed of sec

gered relation, as indicated, so as to insure
tions having their longitudinal edges spaced the
proper flow and distribution of the bind
apart;
ing medium.
Fig. 2 is a vertical sectional elevation of

the same;
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In the modification shown in Fig. 3, ,each
fabric layer consists preferably of a single ~

Fig. 3 is a similar view sliowi
a modi wrapping 2’, which does not completely en
fied forni of the interposed fabric layers; velope the subjacent conductor layer, but
and
leaves a longitudinal gap or slot 3', which
Fig. fl- is a perspective view showing the is sufficient to admit the binding medium
interposed fabric layers in helical strip form freely to the successive conductor layers.
with the convolutions of the helices spaced~ In the modification shown in Fig. 4, each
apart.
of the conductor layers l is separated from
Referring to Fi s. l and 2 of the draw its neighbor by an interposed fabric layer
ings, 1 indicates t e several layers of the 2”, which consists of a strip of fabric wound
continuous conductor windings, and 2 the helically on the subjacent conductor layer,
interposed layers of fabric, such as aper or with the successive convolutions of the fab- 9
the like, which is usually superpose on the ric spaced apart to leave a helical slot or
layers of the conductor windings to separate groove 3” extending from end to end of the
the same. According to the usual practice coil, said helical slots 3” in the several in
these interposed fabric layers were continu terposed fabric layers serving as passage
ous so as to completely envelope the respec ways to direct the binding medium to the 100
tive layers of the conductor windings, and innermost spaces and recesses of the coil,
the fabric layers being impervious to the so that the latter will be thoroughly and
usual impregnating medium which it was completely impregnated and bound together
necessary to force into the entire structure in al1 of its component parts.
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of the coil to bind the elements thereof to
What I claim is:
gether, and also to constitute an electrical
1. An electrical coil comprising alternat

insulating medium in certain cases, it was ing layers of conducto-r windings and sepa
found that thorough im regnationv of the rating fabric, each fabric layer being inter

coil structure could not be effected unless rupted by one or- more open slots formed be
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3. An electrical coil comprising alternat
slots in successive layers constituting pas ing layers of conductor windings and sepa
sageways to facilitate penetration of the ratin fabric, each fabric la er including
lbinding' media throughout the coil struc' a helical strip, the adjacent e yges of which

tween adjacent edges’of said material, said
ture, and a bindin
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medium distributed are spaced to form an open slot.

throughout and uniting the elements of the

4. An electrical coil comprising alternat

ing layers of conductor windings and sepa
2. An electrical coil comprising alternat rating fabric. each fabric layer including

coil.

10

v

ing layers of conductor .windings and sepa one or more sections having the adjacent
rating fabric, each fabric'layer having slot edges spaced apart to form any open slot or
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like openings therein formed between ad slots, and a binding medium distributed
~
jacent edges of the fabric to facilitate the throughout the coil structure. `

penetration of binding media throughout

Signed at Hamden, Conn. in the county

the coil structure, and a binding medium of New Haven and State of Connecticut
distributed throughout and uniting the ele this 13th da of December A. D. 1920.
C ARLES R. UNDERHILL.
ments of the coil.
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